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s audit might actually save you money
league Steven has been nagging me for months to replace the halogen floor lamp in
ice. It’s not that he finds it unattractive—this nice-looking modern fixture does add
nce to an otherwise drab room. Rather, Mr. Know-It-All tells me, this fixture is an energy
nd chows down far more electricity than a lamp that uses compact fluorescent
lbs and even incandescents. Indeed, this fixture can cost up to $100 to run each year.
goodness Steven hasn’t seen my aquarium at home. Sure, it’s kind of dirty since I
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cleaning it, but I’m more concerned he’s going to howl about how much electricity the equipment uses since
aquarium gear can consume as much juice as a refrigerator.
I find this energy-consumption information? I ran an energy audit with the Home Energy Saver (shown). This
ator from the U.S. Department of Energy estimates home energy use and carbon-dioxide emissions and
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es you with advice on how to reduce both.
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pretty neat tool. I plugged in my ZIP code and within seconds found out that the average house in my New York
uburb spends $2,267 annually on energy—nationwide the average is about $1,300—while an energy-efficient

and testers will quickly report on new devel
trends.
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there spends $1,451.
ng a bit more information got me a more-accurate estimate of my energy use—I actually spend about $3,000 a
and a laundry list of changes to consider, such as replacing halogen and incandescent bulbs with CFLs where
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le in high-use fixtures (there you go, Steven), insulating boiler pipes, installing an Energy Star–qualified
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mmable thermostat, and upgrading my refrigerator, dishwasher, and heating system to new, more-efficient
s.
Recent Posts
king all of these changes, according to the calculator, I could save almost $1,500 a year. Since I’m not
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ng on moving anytime soon, I really need to boost the energy efficiency of my old house . . . and stop wasting
Test

y.—Kimberly Janeway
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tial information: Read our expert advice for 10 easy ways to save hundreds of dollars on household energy
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